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Milo Rau’s Work as Artistic Director of NT Ghent: 

Towards an Art of Creating and Listening Together   

Lise Sofie Houe and Peter M. Boenisch, Aarhus University 

 

There is a tradition in modern European theatre of politically engaged theatre-makers taking on 

the artistic leadership of theatre institutions: from Leopold Jessner in the 1920s via the paramount 

work of Brecht at the Berliner Ensemble on to the Regietheater directors Peter Zadek and Peter 

Stein in the 1970s and lately Thomas Ostermeier at the Berlin Schaubühne, to give some examples 

just from the      German capital and its theatre history alone. Yet, Milo Rau’s somewhat surprise 

move in 2018 to follow      Johan Simons as Artistic Director of NT (Nederlands Toneel) Ghent, 

the D     utch-language theatre in the regional city an hour outside Brussels, in the Flemish-speaking 

part of the multilingual country, deserves particular attention when considering his theatre work. 

In this essay, we suggest that Rau’s directorship of this Belgian city theatre with its four stages 

and around 100 employees adds a crucial institutional dimension to what we shall describe here as 

the political poetics of Rau’s œuvre.1 This became immediately visible when Rau introduced his 

first Ghent season with a programmatic brochure entitled      The City Theatre of the Future      that 

culminated, on its backpage, with the by now famous “     Ghent Manifesto”      consisting of ten 

principles of theatre-making, also reprinted in this volume.2 Instead of taking for granted the self-

fashioning of European city theatres as “retreat of dissidence and utopian thought”,3 Rau with his 

work at NT Ghent now extends      the practical interrogation of core dramaturgic principles he had 

                                                           
1 Designating explicit and implicit “values in relation to what art should do and look like, when society is as it is”, 
the notion of poetics is a core concept within the theory of dramaturgy as developed at Aarhus University’s 
Department of Dramaturgy (Janek Szatkowski (2019), A Theory of Dramaturgy. Abingdon and New York: 
Routledge, p. 91). Dramaturgy in this concept mediates between the (aesthetical and ethical) poetic deep structure 
and the concrete creative process. 
2 NT Ghent (2018)      The City Theatre of the Future      promotional insert in the Belgian daily newspaper De 

Standaard, 28 March 2018. Archived, as all programme books, monthly newsletter magazines and other publicity 
on the theatre’s page at https://issuu.com/ntgent (access 6/9/2020). 

3 Milo Rau, ‚Wir Sklavenhalter‘, Theater Heute Yearbook 2020, p. 40. Transl. by the authors. 



launched in earlier work leading up to pieces such as La Reprise (The History of Theatre I) to the 

institutional level. 

Accordingly, the Ghent Manifesto did not prescribe a certain aesthetics, but instead sought 

to challenge institutional infrastructures and engrained modes of how theatre is produced. Aiming 

at actually implementing concrete alternative practices, Rau applied what he described as 

“preformative” efficacy of fictional institution-building, which he had previously explored in the 

speculative dramaturgies of pieces such as The Congo Tribunal, to the theatre institution itself.4 

While Rau regularly polemicizes, at times tending to create a strawman cliché, against elitist 

‘bourgeois theatre’ – a theatre ‘combining random classical or pop music with a random dramatic 

text of the Western tradition, performed by a star ensemble’5 – he quite notably committed with 

his move from his independent company to NT Ghent to the quintessentially bourgeois publicly 

funded European city theatre system. This unique network of state- and/or city owned and funded 

local repertoire stages with their permanent ensembles dates back to the new cultural self-

expression of an emerging middle class in the 19th century, associated with writings such as 

Lessing’s Hamburg Dramaturgy and Schiller’s “Theatre Considered as a Moral Institution” as 

foundational manifestos, a legacy which Rau’s Ghent Manifesto now extends in the name of a 

“city theatre of the future”. With its philhellenic focus on the Greek polis as perceived cradle of 

European culture, and in opposition to the old nations of France and England, the main reference 

point for the imagined community of much of the hegemonic conservative and liberal middle 

classes in Germany and other Continental European countries was never the national state, but the 

local or regional situation – not least since, in the German context, this national state was only 

                                                           
4 NT Ghent’s dramaturg Lara Staal refers to the ‘speculative dramaturgy’ of Rau’s work, describing his shift from 

staging re-enactment of historical events to the ‘pre-enactment’ of projects such as The Congo Tribunal that create 
situations ‘that become reality through the space of fiction’ (‘The City Theatre…’, p. 3). 

5 Sebastian Hendrickx (2018), ‘Speels Dogmatisme: Milo Rau en Joachim Ben Yakoub in gesprek over het Manifest 
van Gent’ in Etcetera 154, 22-28, here p. 26. Transl. on https://thetheatretimes.com/playful-dogmatism-milo-rau-
and-joachim-ben-yakoub-in-conversation/ (access 13/9/2020). 

 



created in 1871 through the amalgamation of numerous small dukedoms, city states and 

principalities. In Belgium, the (also theatrical) culture of the Dutch-speaking part (Flanders) not at 

all maps onto the hybrid, and to a degree virtual, nation state and its borders either. With this 

powerful cultural identification with the local, which historically dates back to the dominant 

medieval mercantile cities, the Continental European middle class distinguishes itself, culturally 

and politically, from an internationalist left as much as from the nationalist right.6 At the same 

time, though, this dominant local focus has remained the perfect excuse for the hegemonic 

bourgeois culture to consider the legacies of colonial, nationalist, fascist and racist pasts as 

someone else’s problem – which explains why Rau’s insistence on precisely these histories make 

his work so provocative in a city theatre context.  

  Emphasizing thus, in the words of the theatre’s mission statement, Ghent as “home base” 

for a “travelling company” that with its productions seeks to “bring the world to Ghent, and to 

show them to the world”,7 Rau thus seeks to newly invigorate the city theatre as a locally rooted, 

civic institution at the intersection of art and politics, even (and, in fact, even more so) in the face 

of this institution’s inherent complicity with the hegemonic culture of White, Eurocentrist 

coloniality. While maintaining the global horizon that has characterised Rau’s theatre work from 

the outset, his commitment to the characteristic local embeddedness of the publicly funded city 

theatre institution sets him apart from an outright globalized contemporary arts scene, both in 

theatre and the visual arts (one might paradigmatically think of Ivo van Hove’s renaming of 

Toneelgroep Amsterdam into “International Theatre Amsterdam”). Against the neoliberal 

“undoing of the demos” in contemporary democracies, which sociologist Wendy Brown analysed,8 

Rau evokes theatre as a prime cultural site of coming together and creating (new) community. His 

vision of a “city theatre of the future” accordingly concentrates on this institution’s catalysing 

                                                           
6 Peter M. Boenisch (2014), ‘What happened to our Nation of Culture? Staging the theatre of the Other Germany ‘, 
in Nadine Holdsworth, ed., Theatre and National Identity: Re-Imagining Conceptions of Nation. Abingdon and New 
York: Routledge, p. 145-160. 
7 NTGhent, Mission statement, https://www.ntgent.be/en/about/test-pagina 
8 Wendy Brown (2015), Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution. New York: Zone Books. 



democratic function as an engine of shared representation and preformative speculation for, with 

and about the demos of the political entity of the polis.9 Invited to deliver,  in September 2020, 

after his first two years at NT Ghent, the annual “State of the Theatre”-speech at Nederlands 

Theater Festival that traditionally opens the new theatre season in Dutch-language theatre 

[Internationaal Theater Amsterdam?] after the summer break, Rau described – under the pertinent 

title ‘Why Theatre?’ – theatre as “the art of creating together”, as a place that should give its stage 

to the entire world.10  

His own task as director Rau meanwhile envisages as creating “the frame within which 

certain things can happen.”11 This applies as much to his production work as to the institutional 

dramaturgy that underpins his management of NT Ghent. Compared to the Zurich Schauspielhaus 

in Rau’s native Switzerland, the other major stage that had offered him the position of Artistic 

Director in 2018, and more widely the German and French theatre landscapes where he had 

produced most of his previous independent work, the Flemish performing arts culture allowed him 

to get away with deep interventions into the institutional machinery. Flanders was the cradle of 

what Hans-Thies Lehmann influentially termed Postdramatic Theatre, inspired by directors such 

as Jan Fabre and Jan Lauwers, who building on the legacy of the cultural shift of the late 1960s 

had made the distinction between classical dramatic theatre and avant-garde performance 

meaningless in their cross-disciplinary aesthetic experimentation. Rau’s decision to prefer the offer 

from Ghent came at a time when comparable attempts of structural change in German-language 

theatre, under Matthias Lilienthal at Kammerspiele München and Chris Dercon at Volksbühne 

Berlin, had resulted in these Artistic Directors’ early resignation or dismissal. Despite some media 

attempts to stir furore, Rau was able at Ghent to disband the last remaining permanent ensemble 

                                                           
9 Christopher B. Balme (2014) The Theatrical Public Sphere. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
10 Instead of delivering the usual lecture, though, Rau invited six diverse Dutch theatre-makers to present their answers 

to this question with him. The recording can be accessed at https://online.tf.nl/programs/milo-staat (paid access, 
6/9/2020). As this very question had become even more urgent in the wake of the Covid pandemic, NT Ghent asked 
100 international theatre makers for an answer: Kaatje De Geest, Carmen Hornbostel and Milo Rau, eds (2020), 
Why Theatre? Berlin: Verbrecher Verlag. 

11 ‘The City Theatre…’, p. 2. 



of actors in Flemish theatre. In its place, he recruited a new multilingual and multi-ethnic group of 

actors, individually cast for each production, consisting of both professional and untrained 

performers. 

     A further crucial change was his extension of NT Ghent’s international collaboration 

beyond the already important efforts of his predecessor Johan Simons, who had coproduced largely 

with German stages such as Schauspielhaus Bochum and Kammerspiele München, hence within 

the           circle of Western European city theatres. Rau’s projects such as Orestes in Mosul, The 

New Gospel and Antigone in the Amazon now introduced, into the locally situated city theatre 

institution, collaborations with a global network of artists, writers and also activists. As he seeks 

to bring the 21st century’s inextricably diverse, plural and global world into NT Ghent, Rau notably 

does so not just on the narrative level of plays or productions that address global themes such as 

integration, identity, inequality, exploitation and migration. Instead, the poetics of his work seek 

to build the aporias of the global situation into the dramaturgic form as well as the working 

processes itself, precisely as a “frame within which certain things can happen”. This strategy of 

speculatively mediating the global through the local – of making global political problems local – 

was signalled right in Rau’s opening production at NT Ghent. In his inimical way, he      reenacted      

Lam Gods (Lamb Gods), the famous altar artwork of Ghent’s Gothic cathedral on the city’s main 

square right next to the theatre, created in 1432 by the Brothers van Eyck. The medieval painters 

had used as their models citizen of Ghent, back then the wealthy centre of a blossoming pre-

capitalist global trading network, as they portrayed in twelve panels a panoply of Biblical histories 

from the Creation to the Apocalypse. Rau responded with a series of 12 tableaux vivants where 

citizen of Ghent in 2018, inspired by what they saw in the paintings, shared their own stories, while 

similar to the earlier Five Easy Pieces (back in 2015, Rau’s first production created at Ghent, for 

youth theater      Campo), the only two professional actors on stage acted as interviewers and 

commentators within a dramaturgic frame that mirrored the artwork cited in the title. Next to real 

sheep, a shepherd dog, a horse and other animals depicted      in the polyptych     , Rau’s audience 



encountered, among others, a local Muslim mother in the place of Maria, telling about her revolting 

son who had run away to join the Islamic State fighters; a couple enacting Adam and Eve in front 

of their two young sons, controversially showing, in the nude, their love and passion, while      

sharing stories of failed contraception; and a Syrian refugee to Ghent who had witnessed children 

drowning as he crossed the Mediterranean, whom no one saved as in the painted scene.  

The seminal opening piece was followed by Orestes in Mosul (2019?). Actors from NT 

Ghent, Iraqi artists living in the city, and acting students from the theatre academy in Mosul, 

combined      a mixture of scenes prerecorded in the Iraqi-Kurdish? city that had been occupied by 

Daesh     , and live action on stage, to discuss      topics of war, revenge, and the possibility of 

justice. Aeschylos’s Greek tragedy hence became the localized meeting ground for speculative 

reflections on current and very actual/acute? global questions. For the Iraqi actors who      

experienced brutality, murder and rape in their personal lives, the play became a medium to 

articulate their experience through the voice of a character, and to negotiate possible resolutions; 

the Western audience realized that an age-old tragedy can still have outright existential meaning. 

Where the manifesto’s rule four demands that no more than 20 per     cent of a classic      be used 

in a performance, both of these productions exemplarily demonstrate     ? that the intention was not 

to simply      throw the past off its pedestal. In the tradition of the representational institution of the 

city theatre, the cultural      canon      has remained a major reference point, precisely because the 

Western classics – whether a Greek tragedy from 450 BC or a church painting from the 15th century 

– express within the art system the (im-)balances of political power      as well as events of political 

change, whose legacy still permeates and to a large degree determines, for better or worse, the 

present global societies at many levels.  

Rather than abandoning the cultural legacy, Rau’s poetics thus      confronts, negotiates and 

reactivates this      baggage      head on, turning the ground of hegemonic affirmation into a lever of 

political critique – both on the institutional level, and in his production dramaturgies. In contrast 

to the dominant bourgeois world-view of the 19th and 20th centuries, for Rau there is no more 



outside in the globalized world structure of the present. Hence, his rationale for his “city theatre 

of the future” is precisely to bring together the local and the universal in speculative dramaturgies, 

created within a locally rooted institution. Through such coming together in art, his productions 

engender the “new art of being together” Rau spoke about in his 2020 speech referred to above: a 

together-ness no longer based on empathy with the      poor      Other in their (     third     ) world, 

but on solidarity between locally situated human beings (in Ghent, in Mosul, etc.) within the one 

world at stake for all of us today.12 Paradigmatically, Orestes in Mosul and Lam Gods thus disclose 

a key aspect of the poetics of theatre-making at NT Ghent, from the manifesto’s intentions right 

up to the recent projects in times of the at the time of writing ongoing pandemic, which advocate 

a “new local practice”, where the city and citizens of Ghent play the main role on and off the stage 

of the city theatre.13 After the first Corona hiatus, NT Ghent reopened with a season under the 

slogan “Question everything! A year of utopia and dissidence!”. The crisis, as much as it interfered 

with plans and projects (Rau had been caught in Brazil in spring 2020 rehearsing his Antigone in 

the Amazon     ), was embraced as further      momentum      for      preforming      speculative 

difference. The daily practices of NT Ghent’s theatre-makers, the relationships with their 

audiences, fellow citizens in the city and the world, were reconsidered as experimental blueprint 

to model a more sustainable mode of being together. The festival No(w)worries, in October 2020, 

was co-created by the theatre’s associate artists and local partners to take place in different venues 

and public spaces across Ghent.14 Conceived as response to ‘the mess we’re in’15, it sought to 

activate theatre’s capacity to ‘create experience, make relationships, and expand […] the linear 

confines of purposive consciousness’, which sociologist Sacha Kagan posits as the arts’ vital 

contribution to cultural sustainability.16 This quest for alternative, desirable futures speculatively 

                                                           
12 Peter M. Boenisch (2019), ‘The hopeless courage of confronting contemporary realities: Milo Rau’s “globally 

conceived theatre of humanity”’, in Peter Eckersall and Helena Grehan, eds, The Routledge Companion to Theatre 
and Politics. Abingdon and New York: Routledge, 243-46.  

13 https://www.ntgent.be/en/news/een-jaar-van-utopie-en-dissidentie 
14 https://www.ntgent.be/en/productions/now-worries 
15 Ibid.  
16 Sacha Kagan (2011), Art and Sustainability. Bielefeld: Transcript, p. 218 



pre-formed on stage departed from an aesthetic articulation of the un-productive power relations 

and social hierarchies experienced in the society surrounding the city theatre. Curator and 

dramaturg Lara Staal, together with beatboxer and performer Serdi Faki Alici, made perspectives 

of so-     called ‘troublemakers’ from local secondary schools the starting point for a reflection on 

‘successful’ citizenship. Meanwhile, Dalila Hermans’s performance her(e) gathered 40 black 

Belgian women, expressing their upbringing in a lack of representation and recognition, 

exemplarily standing for the new season’s more localized attempts at shaping such an ‘art of being 

together’. And already since the beginning of Rau’s tenure, the local company Action Zoo Humain 

around the Brothers Chokri and Zouzou Ben Chikha, who have in various configurations since 

1994 pioneered postcolonial and postmigrant performance work in Ghent, have been resident 

artists. As with numerous other current projects of transforming the city theatre system across 

Europe, the work at NT Ghent not only extends the aesthetic languages shown on stage, but equally 

deflects the primary focus on big productions on the theatre’s main stage by seeking an equal 

integration of all venues, and also of site projects outside the theatre, into a coherent and equally 

valued programme offer. 

The work presented under Rau’s tenure since 2018 at NT Ghent has thus attempted to insert 

a variety of gaps into the so-called real life in the city of Ghent.           At the same time, his poetics 

have presented a substantive ethical challenge, since the theatre institution cannot hide itself 

behind the art it produces. Where power relations are fraught enough between theatre 

professionals, as the recent MeToo and BLM debates have highlighted     , the new institutional 

poetics of NT Ghent have brought a particular ethical responsibility into play, as      non 

professionals      are now no longer just involved as      audience     . The Muslim mother, who 

performed in Lam Gods, after only a few performances succumbed to pressure from her 

community, while professional actors become researchers beyond the theatre, and technicians get 

to work in war zones and other challenging environments abroad, and at home. Pushing the 

institution, and thus also people, outside comfort zones, thus points back to the fact that the “art of 



creating together” that Rau evokes, must demand an according ethics of creating together, which 

his “new local practice” however so far has not yet entirely made transparent. With respect to some 

of his productions, in a 2018 discussion with Rau for Flemish theatre journal Etcetera, Belgian-

Tunisian political scientist Joachim Ben Yakoub confronted the director about the “pilgrimage” of 

Western artists to the Global South in order to “reinvent their artistic practices”. 17 He also took 

issue      with the Manifesto’s ninth rule, of producing one show each season in a conflict zone. For 

Ben Yakoub, Rau perpetuates here a “globalized empathic machine” that imagines and 

instrumentalizes the non-European Other as conflict zones, while forgetting that “Belgium and 

Ghent are already full of conflict”. He ultimately challenged Rau for “almost randomly translating 

local political controversies into universal plays, which are highly competitive on the international 

performing arts markets”.  

Rau does not shy away from creating such deep ethical problematics that his 

poetic/dramaturgical? choices engender. He considers it essential, in fact, for the city theatre 

institution to expose itself precisely to such risks of perhaps irresolvable ethical ambiguit     /ies?; 

for him, the alternative was/is? to create merely “morally and politically purified façades” out of 

fear of any entanglement, as he commented in his      speech on receiving a honorary doctorate 

from Ghent University. Unusually self-reflexive for his usual self-confident persona, Rau argued 

in this speech that only such complex antagonistic contradictions that arise from bringing together 

what seems unconnected would eventually mobilize within an      art context resulting actions that 

were unforeseen within the logic of the global economic and political power systems. From such 

openings may then arise a horizon of global solidarity, which Rau evokes as his universal ideal, 

and which he clings to      as sole viable alternative to the ever increasing egotistical individualism 

of our ‘society of singularities’ that sociologist Andreas Reckwitz pertinently identified:18 

                                                           
17 All citations in this paragraph from Hendrickx, ‘Speels dogmatisme…’ [p.?] 
18 Andreas Reckwitz (2020) The Society of Singularities. Cambridge: Polity. 



For there is, paradoxically, only a global economy, a global climate, a global flow of 

information and refugees – a global civil society or even global legislation does not 

exist. They have to be created by our generation, as a utopian, unfinished project. […] 

It is only when one understands seemingly foreign, distant conflicts as one’s own 

conflicts, that one enters the level of global flows of capital and consciousness.19 

Assessing the initial two years of Rau’s rather ambitious attempt of institutional transformation 

towards a city theatre that can be both global and local, the      first step of the rule based      

(institutional as well as production) dramaturgy expressed in the Ghent Manifesto has produced 

the demand for a more comprehensive value-     based poetics. The local emphasis of the 2020/21 

season’s work           hinted at above may thus equally respond to such critical self-reflection. The 

ideal of global solidarity cannot be implemented following an aesthetic dogma alone, but requires 

an ethical compass – of the artist, but also of the institution itself, at the core of the poetics at work. 

Then, the theatre institution may act as a sort of safety net behind the framework within change 

can happen,      which makes it possible to create situations and actions so as to      comment 

adequately, from a local perspective, on      the complexity of the present global world and its crises, 

contradictions and outright antagonisms. Instead of           producing (cultural as well as aesthetic) 

representation, which was at the heart of the bourgeois city theatre of the past, Rau’s civic “city 

theatre of the future”      becomes a place not least calling for hesitancy.20 It demands,      and     ,      

through its speculative institutional poetics also seeks to create      spaces that allow to heed what 

Rau put forward in his 2020 “     State of the Theater”      speech as ever so important postscript to 

the Ghent Manifesto’s original ten commandments: ‘Start listening and stop producing’.  

 

 

                                                           
19 Milo Rau, ‘Try again. Fail again. Fail better’, https://thetheatretimes.com/try-again-fail-again-fail-better (access 

13/9/2020). Due to the pandemic, this speech was eventually never delivered, and instead published on Theatre 
Times. 

20 We here refer to the ‘ethics of hesitancy’ developed by Jette Kofoed and Dorthe Staunæs (2015), ‘Hesitancy as 
ethics’, in Reconceptualizing Educational Research Methodology Vol. 6(2), p. 24-39. 
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